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The Safety Sign Program 2012 –
updated for the latest ANSI/ISO safety
sign standards – features 3,400 safety
signs, labels and tags in English,
Spanish, French, and Portuguese.
Make professional looking signs with
your office printer on adhesive-backed
durable weatherproof polyester – right
when they are needed. Safety Sign
Program 2012 includes ANSI, OSHA
and ISO formats, 500+ symbols
including GHS, and also produces lab
entry and electric arc warning signs.
Safety Softworks
775-772-0565
www.safetysoftworks.com

The new Levelok Model PASR-3
Shoulder Pad attaches to most fiber-
glass and aluminum ladders for a soft,
safe, more comfortable carry. Made of
dense polyethylene foam, it reduces
pain, injuries and wear/tear of clothing.
It attaches with a peel-and-stick, tight
bonding adhesive, so no tools are
required. Accommodates any shoulder
size or shape. Beveled edges minimize
interference with clothing and objects,
and a hollowed design fits over protru-
sions on the outside of the ladder rail.
Weighs less than 2 oz. and is 100-per-
cent recyclable.  
Levelok Corporation
888-811-1727  
www.levelok.com 

The mat’s backing should also be taken into account. A mat that works
well on hard surfaces may not be the best for carpeted areas. Mats that curl,
bunch or fray should be removed and replaced immediately.

4. Caution in Transition Areas
Transition areas are any areas where the floor surface changes. Examples

may include moving from a carpeted office area to a tiled hallway or from a
concrete loading dock floor onto a wooden portico.  Because people walk dif-
ferently on different types of flooring, transition areas are too often the scene
for slip and fall injuries. When people don’t notice the transition, they may not
adjust their stride appropriately to accommodate for the new walking surface.

Using signs, floor matting or abrasive coatings to increase the
Coefficient of Friction (COF) in these areas can help people be more aware
of the change and give them time to adjust their walking pattern.  

5. Wear the Correct Shoes
Not all “slip resistant” shoes and boots are the same. It is important to

know what is making the floor slippery before selecting safety shoes. Note:
the tread pattern for shoes that will be used in areas with motor oil and
grease is different than the tread on shoes to be worn in areas that are wet
from water. When purchasing slip resistant footwear for oils, verify that it
will resist the specific oils that will be encountered. Shoes that are resistant
to motor oils can be quickly degraded by food oils and vice versa.

Policies may also need to be established for office workers, especially if
they enter production or other areas where floors are not commonly clean or
dry. High heels and the smooth soles of most dress shoes are not well suited
to many manufacturing environments. Just as proper eye or ear protection
needs to be worn in certain areas, establishing a footwear policy that requires
proper footwear in slippery areas will help minimize injury potential. 

6.  Have Floor Surfaces Evaluated
A machine called a tribometer can be used to measure a floor’s COF

and help determine if the area has enough traction to be considered “safe.”
The higher the COF, the “safer” the floor is. Several industry standards pro-
vide procedures for testing a variety of wet and dry hard surfaces. OSHA
recommends a minimum COF of 0.50, but they do not specify which stan-
dard or method should be used to determine this value.  

The National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI) maintains a list of certified
walkway auditors who are trained to use tribometers on different surfaces.
They also keep a list of certified cleaners, flooring and other products to
help improve traction and decrease the slipperiness of various surfaces. 

7. Make Good Housekeeping Everybody’s Job
Simple tasks, like sweeping up debris at the end of a shift or directing

water to a floor drain with a squeegee, not only make walking surfaces
safer, but also help improve the overall appearance of a facility. By incorpo-
rating good housekeeping tasks into everyone’s job description, facilities
stay cleaner and safer. It also frees up time for maintenance crews to focus
on correcting larger walking surface safety issues.

Slip and fall injuries don’t have to be a cost of doing business. Making
an effort to keep floors clean and dry, selecting the correct footwear and
maintaining floor surfaces help eliminate floor safety hazards and minimize
the chance for injuries. 

New Pig, based in Tipton, Pennsylvania, has been producing industrial
maintenance products since 1985. For more information, visit 
www.newpig.com.



My Safety magazine is a new publication from safety advocate and speaker Eric Giguere. With dramatic real-life stories 
from workers who survived horrific accidents, the publication meets Giguere’s goal: “… to reach every worker in every 
industry, hoping to change their ‘it won’t happen to me’ attitude.” 
 
Advertising opportunities are available! For a complete media kit, call Kelly Bailey at 800-344-0559 or e-mail 
Kelly@mysafety magazine.com. 
 
To sign up for a subscription – for an individual, or in bulk for several workers at one location – visit 
MySafetyMagazine.com.  
	  


